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About This Content

"Fatal Error", the 4th free DLC for Wargame: European Escalation, brings you a brand new 5-mission long Operation, as well as
a new and finely tuned multi-touch gameplay for owners of Ultrabook™ with touch¹ display. Inspired by Intel®!

This DLC focuses on solo play, adding a brand new fifth operation to Wargame's existing four. This 5-missions operation is
completely independent to Wargame's original campaign, and will provide you new, bigger challenges to face.

Based on an original alternate history, Fatal Error will bring you back in 1979, a time when hopes for a peaceful settlement of
the East/West tensions had never seem so close… until all hopes were shattered by the Euromissiles crisis, and the discovery of
a Soviet combat brigade being deployed in Cuba. Within the depths of Mount Cheyenne, home to North America's most vital

command center, a tragic mistake by a maintenance technician sets the world on fire…

The DLC Fatal Error does not only bring new missions; it also makes your game compatible with your Ultrabook™ with touch¹
display. Inspired by Intel®! Finely tuned with simplicity of use in mind, the multi-touch gameplay specifically crafted for

Wargame will let you play comfortably installed in your couch, without the need for a mouse or a keyboard! Commanding your
army has never been so accessible and intuitive.

Touch gameplay may work on other multi-touch devices, but is not officially supported.
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Nice DLC, Especially since it's free.
The Campaign is long and challenging offering new ways to take on this game.
Overall~ Get the game and this DLC!. it is very rare for a DLC to be free, and it is also good, challenging.. i love the new
campaign. Fun game, when it works atleast, I have not been able to play this game for over a year now, ever tried reinstalling my
drivers, even went far as reformatting my entire computer then updating, but the game still quits with an error upon load up.
even after buying a new graphics card. heres the error I keep on getting

Problem signature:
  Problem Event Name:\tBEX
  Application Name:\tWarGame.exe
  Application Version:\t1.0.0.1
  Application Timestamp:\t55cdb87e
  Fault Module Name:\tStackHash_e98d
  Fault Module Version:\t0.0.0.0
  Fault Module Timestamp:\t00000000
  Exception Offset:\t00000000
  Exception Code:\tc0000005
  Exception Data:\t00000008
  OS Version:\t6.1.7601.2.1.0.256.1
  Locale ID:\t1033
  Additional Information 1:\te98d
  Additional Information 2:\te98dfca8bcf81bc1740adb135579ad53
  Additional Information 3:\t6eab
  Additional Information 4:\t6eabdd9e0dc94904be3b39a1c0583635

Do I recommend this game?

if it worked yes its great game but as of now? NO I cannot even play ive spent atleast 10 hours of my time trying to figure out
why the game wont work!

might need a refund because this is getting really sad. :(. great stuff. DLC plot in a nutshell: "Hwoops! Did I do thaaaat?"
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